In this paper, we present a novel algorithm to segment a Chinese Gong-che Notation (GCN) 
Introduction
Gong-che Notation(GCN) is a type of musical notation that was developed, formed and cultivated, in the area of East Asia, flourished mainly in ancient China, GCN was invented in the Tang Dynasty(618-907,A.D) and became a popular form for music notation in ancient China, specifically during the Song(960-1279,A.D), Ming(1368-1644,A.D), and Qing(1644-1911,A.D) Dynasties, and lasted for five hundred years, it is a widely-accepted musical notation in the area of East Asia, and resembles Western Musical Notation(WMN) in Europe, a lot of Chinese traditional musical manuscript have been written by Gong-che Notation, such as the scripts of Kunqu Opera, which is the proclaimed masterpieces of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity by UNESCO in 2001. GCN uses some Chinese characters to represent musical notes. The basic GCN note pitch characters include ten Chinese characters as shown in Figure 1 .
"Nashu Studio Theatrical Music" is a script set of "Kunqu Opera". The set includes more than 360 drama scripts that were popular in the Qing Dynasty. They were written in 1792 A.D. by Ye Tang and are an important representation of musical works. The musical works were recorded in GCN. Figure 2 shows a common musical score sheet from "Nashu Studio Theatrical Music". All sheet musical scores are written in the same format as traditional Chinese writing: from top to bottom and from right to left. The notes are written to the right of the lyrics. The rhythm marks are written in the top right corner of the notes. Commonly, a Chinese lyric word includes several GCN notes. Figure 3 shows a Chinese lyric word from the sixth column of Figure 2 and the thirteenth Chinese character in the column, which includes a lyric word with its accompanying three notes and one rhythm. All GCN musical scores are handwritten documents. The lyrics have a three-dimensional (3D) structure. The first dimension contains lyrics, the second dimensional contains notes, and the third dimensional contains rhythm. The lyric characters are larger than the notes, and the notes are larger than the rhythm characters.
Image segmentation is the bridge between low-level image processing and high-level vision [1, 2] . The goal of image segmentation is to partition a given image into a collection of "objects" for processing in other high-level tasks, such as object detection, recognition, and tracking. Although image segmentation is almost trivial to human vision, it remains one of the most challenging and studied problems in image processing, image understanding, and artificial intelligence.
Many methods for machine-printed document segmentation have been proposed for handwritten English words and digital strings. Lu gave an overview of the various techniques for the segmentation of printed characters [3] . Lu and Shridhar later reviewed different approaches for the segmentation of handwritten characters [4] . Nikos Nikolaou et al. introduced a segmentation of historical machineprinted documents using adaptive run length smoothing and skeleton segmentation paths [5] . Tong-Hua Su, introduced off-line recognition of realistic Chinese handwriting using segmentation-free strategy [6] . This method requires too many models to deal with using English letters and Chinese characters. Chi et al. proposed a contour curvature-based algorithm to segment single-and double-touching handwritten digit strings [7] .
Handwritten text line segmentation for document images is still considered to be a major challenge. Several methods for text line segmentation exist and can be separated into three main categories: smearing methods, horizontal projections, and Hough transforms. For smearing methods [8] , short white runs are filled with black pixels to form large bodies of black pixels. These large bodies are considered as text line areas. Smearing methods do not deal well with touching and overlapping Extracting Notes from Chinese Gong-che Notation Musical Score Image Using a Self-adaptive Smoothing and Connected Component Labeling Algorithm Genfang Chen, Wenjun Zhang, Huajian Cui components. For horizontal projections [9] , a vector containing the sums of each image line is created. The local minima of this vector are assumed to be the projection of white areas between lines, and the image is segmented accordingly. Horizontal projections do not deal well with skewed, curved and fluctuating lines. The Hough transform [10] assumes that all images are composed of straight lines. Next, the transform creates an angular, offset plane in which the local maximum are assumed to correlate with text lines. Hough transforms have trouble detecting curved text lines.
Notes of GCN scores with lyrics represent musical information. For Optical Music Recognition (OMR) of GCN musical scores, image segmentation is a key phase for note extraction. For GCN musical scores without lyrics, reference [11] presents a bounding-box method to extract all notes from the musical score. We present a novel method to try to extract all notes from GCN scores with lyrics.
For a GCN musical score image, we segment an image into three components (N=3). The first component contains the lyrics of the image, the second component contains notes and the third component contains other symbols of the image.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce our self-adaptive smoothing algorithm in Section 2.1 and review some methods for assigning provisional labels to object pixels of a binary image in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we introduce our whole algorithm for extracting notes from Chinese Gong-che notation musical score images with lyrics and analyze the complexity of the algorithm. In Section 4, we show experimental results. In Section 5, we discuss the results. 
Self
Definition 2. The projection method is an important operation for a binary image. Suppose Ω= f (x, y ) is a binary image: 
, where  is a constant which is the column number of lyrics in a musical score image.
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The procedure for the self-adaptive smoothing algorithm for a binary image is as follows:
(1) Set k=0, then perform (2);
, then return k, the processing had finished; else k=k+1, do (2).
Connected component labeling algorithm and bounding-box for connected component
Connected component labeling in a binary image is one of the most fundamental operations in pattern recognition. The labeling algorithm transforms a binary image into a symbolic image such that each connected component is assigned a unique label. Various algorithms have been proposed for this purpose, such as a multi-scan algorithm [12] , a two-scan algorithm [13] , a one-scan algorithm [14] , and a parallel algorithm [15] .
The multi-scan algorithm alternately scans an image in the forward and backward raster directions to propagate label equivalences until no label changes. Multi-scan algorithms are not considered optimal. The most efficient multi-scan algorithm we know of is presented in Suzuki et al. [16] .
A conventional two-scan algorithm contains three phases [17] . The first phase assigns a unique label to each pixel by using a mask to scan a given image. Equivalent labels are recorded in the first phase. The second phase resolves the label equivalences. The universal method for resolving label equivalences is the union-find algorithm [18] . The last phase is executed by the replacement of all equivalent labels with their representative label.
A one-scan algorithm scans the image to find an unlabeled object pixel and subsequently assigns the same label to all connected object pixels. This approach is recursive in nature. The most efficient onescan algorithm is the Contour Tracing (CT) algorithm by Chang et al. [14] .
Because an image and its symbolic image has a one-to-one correspondence, the minimum bounding-box of all connected components in the image can easy be obtain by the image and its symbolic image. The minimum bounding-box can be represented by an array MBB [ 
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Outline of our proposed algorithm
Chinese Gong-che notation musical score have two classes, one with lyrics and one without. The Close-Box algorithm [11] has been presented for extracting notes from Chinese Gong-che notation musical score without lyrics. In this study, we will present a new algorithm to extract notes from Chinese Gong-che notation musical score with lyrics.
The algorithm uses the following high-level knowledge of Chinese Gong-che notation musical score image with lyrics: (1) the column number of lyrics in the image; (2) the font size of each word in the lyrics is bigger than the font size of each note in same image; (3) the font size for each word in the lyrics is the same as all other words in the same image, and the font size of each note is the same as all other notes in same image; (4) the note of a word in lyrics is located to the right of the word; (5) a word in lyrics has at least one note; (6) the height and width of the frame of a score is larger than the height and width of the word or note in same score image. Now, we introduce the whole algorithm for extracting notes from Chinese Gong-che notation musical score docment with lyrics. The algorithm includes five phases:
(1) Label image Ω according to the connect component label algorithm. Obtain the coordinates of the minimum bounding-box for each connected component to be recorded in the array MBB;
(2) Delete connected components from Ω for components with heights exceeding H/2 and for components with widths exceeding W/2. This result forms a new image, Ω';
for Ω', and set k=0 and 
Complexity evaluation of the algorithm
The execution time of the algorithm is the total execution time for the five phases above. For an H×W binary image, the execution time of the connected component label algorithm is linear-time [17] as O(H×W). The algorithm scans the image once to get array MBB, so the execution times in the first phase is O(H×W). In the second phase, the algorithm scans MBB to judge whether a connected component deletes from Ω and gets a new image Ω' such that the execution time in the second phase is O(H×W). In the third phase, the execution time of computing   In the forth phase, the execution times for computing the flex points and getting the coordinates of flex points in the image is O(W). In the fifth phase, the algorithm for judging whether a connected component is a note must scan the whole MBB array. Because the number of elements of MBB is far fewer than H (the height of the image), the execution time is less than O(H×W).
In summary, the total execution time of the algorithm is linear-time as following:
T= O(H×W)+ O(H×W)+ O(H×W)+k×O(W)+ O(W)+ O(H×W)
= O(H×W)+ k×O(W)
where k is the number of iterations for self-adaptive smoothing and k<H: Figure 1 Extracting
Experimental results
To estimate the efficiency of our method, we conducted experiments using images randomly selected from "Nashu Studio Theatrical Music." There were 50 total images, including pages 35-37, 47-57, 869-871, 973-975, 1975-1991, 1993-1995 and 2003-2013 . 
Extracting process of a GCN score image
We select a GCN score image to analyze the extracting process of notes. The image is from "Nashu Studio Theatrical Music" page 2012 as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 4 shows the results of projection and smoothing for the GCN score image in Figure 1 . Subimage (a) shows the result of projection of the image as Figure 5 shows the segmentation based on the 14 split vertical lines. There are 13 zonal sub-images, including 6 lyrics sub-images, 6 note sub-images and a flag sub-image (right) for the sheet score. By comparing Figure 4 and 5, obviously the height of the peak in the lyrics sub-image is bigger than the note sub-image on the right. Therefore, counting from left to right, the odd sub-image is a lyrics zone and the even sub-image is a notes zone. Figure 6 shows the extract result of the image by coordinates. There are 4 sub-images. Figure 6 (a) is the original image, Figure 6 (b) is the lyrics image, Figure 6 (c) is note image, Figure 6 (d) is the frame image of the score image. It has a note in the top of sixth column of the lyrics image because the note is joined with a fragment of the frame image.
Statistical analysis of 50 GCN score images
To examine the efficiency of the algorithm, there are three factors to analyze: the number of selfadaptive smoothing operations and flex points, the correct rate of segmentation, and the loss rate of notes. The experimental images are the 50 GCN score images.
Extracting Notes from Chinese Gong-che Notation Musical Score Image Using a Self-adaptive Smoothing and Connected Component Labeling Algorithm Genfang Chen, Wenjun Zhang, Huajian Cui Table 1 shows the correct rate of segmentation for 50 GCN score images. An image is segmented into three kinds of sub-images by self-adaptive smoothing: lyrics sub-image, notes sub-image and frame sub-image. Then, the sub-images are categorized. The experiment finds 273 column notes (subimages) in 50 GCN score images and 270 column lyrics (sub-images) such that the correct rate of extracting notes by self-adaptive smoothing is 98.9%. Table 2 shows the notes lost rate and total error rate for 50 GCN score images. The notes lost number is the total number of notes lost in lyric sub-images and frame sub-images, and the notes lost rate is the number of notes lost divided by total number of notes in the 50 GCN score images. The notes loss rate of this algorithm is 2.705%. After an image has been segmented, errors may appear, such as notes in lyric sub-images or frame sub-images and lyrics in notes sub-images or frame subimages. We only consider the following three errors: notes in lyrics sub-images, notes in frame subimages and lyrics in notes sub-images. The experiment shows that the number of errors is 4454, and the total error rate is 21.6382%.
Discussion
Image segmentation is the first phase of pattern recognition, which consists of three major phases. Image segmentation can be approached from three different philosophical perspectives: region approach, boundary approach and edge approach. This paper used the region approach.
We present a new algorithm to extract notes from GCN score images. Self-adaptive smoothing was used to segment an image. Next, a minimum boundary-box was used to categorize a region using a connected component algorithm. Experiments show that the note loss rate is low (2.705%), and the correct segmentation rate is high (98.9%); therefore, the algorithm is effective. Meanwhile, the execution time of the algorithm is linear-time by theoretical analysis.
However, because the total error rate of the algorithm exceeds 20%, the algorithm must use more high-level knowledge of GCN score images and of the testing image to reduce the total error rate. These problems are for future work. 
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